THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2007

- #1. Promoting Healthy Eating and Active Living through Improvements in the Built Environment: What Health Professionals Need to Know and What They Can Do – (4 CD session)
- #101. Finding the Dollars and Making Them Grow: Funding for Smart Growth
- #102. Why Streetcars and Why Now?
- #103. Livable Communities, Southern California Style: Circumstantial Urbanism in Los Angeles
- #104. Smart Growth 101
- #105. Preserving Workforce Housing through Civil Receivership & Rental Inspection Programs
- #106. Tales from the 25: Success Stories and Lessons Learned through Active Living by Design
- #107. The Tax Toolbox: Financing Mechanisms for Encouraging Smart Growth
- #108. Thinking Outside the Grid
- #111. Technical Assistance: How to Help Communities & States Get to Smart Growth
- #112. Acquiring Land to Curb Sprawl
- #113. Smart Schools and Smart Growth
- #114. Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
- #115. Gentrification in the Name of Smart Growth: Lessons and Strategies for Maintaining Diversity
- #116. Implementing the Next Generation of Smart Growth & Farmland Protection
- #122. It's Easy Being Green... and Healthier Too! (2 CD session)
- #123. Getting Developers On Board Transit-Oriented Development (2 CD session)
- #124. Complete Streets: Innovations for Planning and Policies (2 CD session)
- #125. Growing Smarter Workplaces (2 CD session)
- #131. Safe Routes to School: The Key to Walkable Communities (3 CD session)
- #133. Developing a SmartCode for Your Community (3 CD session)
- #140. Conference Welcome & Acknowledgements
  Realizing the New Urban Form in Los Angeles and Beyond
- #150. The Next Chapter for Smart Growth: Capacity Building to Institutionalization

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2007

- #200A. Smart Growth: Growing Our Economy and Accelerating the Pace of Environmental Protection
- #200B. Ensuring Equitable and Healthy Communities
- #201. Community Benefits Agreements: A Development Tool to Ensure Jobs, Housing & Other Benefits
- #202. Coming Out Strong and Getting it Right: 2006 Smart Growth In The States
- #203. Smart Growth Development in the West: What are the Water Implications?
- #204. Latino New Urbanism
- #205. Healthy Eating in the City: Improving Access to Fresh Foods and the Connection to Sustainable Food Systems
#206. From City to Suburb: Urbanity Embraced
#207. The Challenges of Joint-Use School-Based Community Planning
#208. Turning 5,000 Acres into Smart Growth - Can it be Done?
#209. Everybody is Talking at Me: Communication, Negotiation, & Mediation Strategies for Managing Conflicts over Development Decisions
#210. Turning Bases into Great Places
#211. Livable Cities – The Best Protection for Ag Land and Open Space
#221. Doing the Deal: Mistakes and Missteps in the Market for TOD
#222. Eminent Domain: Getting Your Arms around the Mine Field of Land Use and Property Rights
#223. Planning, Designing, and Building for Health: Healthcare Facilities as a Source of Health Promotion
#224. Partnerships for Building Crime-Resistant Communities
#226. Developing and Implementing a Successful Form-Based Code
#227. Smart Growth and Social Equity: Lessons in Civic Engagement
#228. Reclaiming Vacant Land & Abandoned Properties: Promoting Smart Growth, Improving Housing Affordability, and Revitalizing Communities
#229. Why Labor Unions Support Smart Growth
#230. State Smart Growth Transportation Initiatives
#231. Tools for Engagement: Successful Strategies for Siting Homeless Housing

#241. Weaving the Fabric of Smart Growth: Linkages between Crime Prevention, Pedestrian Safety, Public Health and Economic Vitality (2 CD session)
#242. The Power of Smart Growth for Health: Using Health Impact Assessment & the Built Environment to Optimize Health (2 CD session)
#243. From Visioning to Scenario-building: Techniques and Tools (2 CD session)
#244. Smart Growth & Water for Beginners (2 CD session)
#245. Getting the Parking Right (2 CD session)
#246. Innovative Regional Strategies Linking Smart Growth, Infrastructure & Climate Change (2 CD session)
#247. Forestry: Smart Growth along the Urban/Rural Gradient (2 CD session)
#250. Smart Growth Strategies for Preserving Open Spaces & Creating Green Places (2 CD session)
#251. In the Wake of the Storm: Gulf Coast Recovery, Over One Year and Counting (2 CD session)

#260. Reshaping America's Housing: Preparing for the Next Building Boom

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2007

#300. Changing the Climate Through Smart Growth
#301. From Regional Planning to Smart Growth Implementation (2 CD session)
#303. When Smart Growth Meets Stormwater Management (2 CD session)
#304. Smart Growth Codes Makeover: Lessons for Making the Transition (2 CD session)
#305. Retrofitting Strip Development (2 CD session)
#306. Building Public Health Capacity to Influence Community Design (2 CD session)
#307. Barriers to Infill Development You Haven't Thought Of (2 CD session)
#308. Jobs and Housing: Promoting Balance (2 CD session)
#309. Turning DoD "Mission Growth" into Smart Growth (2 CD session)
#310. Creating Better Streets Through Road Diets and Lane Diets (2 CD session)
#311. Mixing It Up in TOD (2 CD session)

#321. Addressing Health Disparities Through Building Healthier Communities: A Focus on California
#322. Shaping the Farm Bill to Better Serve Agriculture, Urban Communities and Smart Growth
#323. The Los Angeles Transit Story
#324. Smart Growth on the Coast: What does it look like?
#326. How to Get Them to Build Communities Instead of Projects
#327. Greening the Transect: Seeing Things Whole
#328. Smart Growth in College Towns: On and Off Campus
#329. Creative Strategies for Building Schools as Centers of Community
#330. Cities Leading the Way To Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions
#331. Really Getting Sensitive

#341. Role of State & Local Agencies in Promoting Healthy Communities
#342. Players, Partners & Politics
#343. Boomburbs: The Suburban Landscape and Smart Growth’s Future
#344. Historic Preservation Tax Incentives - A Critical Tool for Smart Growth
#345. Watershed-based Planning for ‘Smarter’ Growth
#346. Neighborhood Strategies to Preserve Open Space
#347. Aging & Smart Growth: Myths, Facts and Clever Solutions
#348. Press 2 for English: Engaging Residents in Creating More Livable Communities
#349. From Pedestrian-Friendly to Pedestrian-Seductive
#350. Emergency Response and Street Design

#360. Where We Go From Here: The Importance of the Region